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A.

Anne McGurk
DECISION

The Board approves the refreshed version of the Corporate Plan, noting
further changes may be needed dependant on directions related to and
the impact of COVID19 on our business.

Executive Summary
Appendix 1 includes the Corporate Plan Vision and Strategic Priorities 2020-25.
The new plan builds on our existing plan but refreshes our vision and strategic priorities to
reflect previous achievements and learning, our external operating environment and new
ambitions.
The revised plan is supported by the 2020-21 budget and business plan. The plan budgets
and business plan may need to be amended in May 2020 when we are clearer about the
impact of COVID19.
As part of consultation on the plan there were some differences in view between the Gateway
Committee and Corporate Plan Steering Group on whether our second corporate objective
should include “fun” or not:
The current objective reads:
•
Excellent Services delivered efficiently with and empathy and fun
The proposed objective reads:
•
Excellent Services delivered efficiently with openness and empathy and fun
The Gateway Committee felt the word fun did not reflect the times we were working in whilst
Board Members on the Corporate Plan Steering group felt it was important to include “fun”
as it reflected some of our uniqueness.
The Board’s view on this is requested.
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DATE:
30/03/2020

2019-20 Corporate Objective: • Strengthen our business by making governance,
service improvements and efficiencies based on resident insight and scrutiny,
good practice and changes to our operating and regulatory framework.
3
Background including appendices
Appendix 1 includes the Corporate Plan Vision and Strategic Priorities 2020-25.
Updates on the Corporate Plan Priorities and KPIs, milestones and projects for 202025 will be reported by exception to the Board every 6 months.
The work carried out by the Board and involved residents on the plan for 2020-2025
has bene supported by teams who have created team plans to support the vision,
strategic priorities, corporate priorities and corporate projects.
4
Communications & Consultation Implications
The Board Away Day and subsequently the Corporate Plan Steering Group has looked
at the Corporate Plan, Financial Plan, Budget for 2020-21 stress tests, emerging risks
and changes to our operating environment.
The steer from these meetings have been integrated into the Plan.
5
Other Implications
There are no other specific implications in this report. However, the delivery of the
Corporate Plan has implications covering all three of the areas below:
Legal- Some actions will require us to follow the law and good practice as well as
obtain legal advice before and as part of proceeding.
Equality & Diversity- there is a specific annual corporate priority to:
“Deliver priorities for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion getting to know our residents
and staff better so we can adapt our services to meet needs and work together to
build sustainable communities in our area”.
As well as this priority, the Equality Impact of other projects, proposed changes or
actions will need to be assessed.
Value for Money- there is a specific annual corporate priority to:
“Deliver our Value for Money and efficiency plans, so we can deliver our ambitions
and confidently maintain our financial viability in the long term”.
As well as this priority, the VFM implications of other projects, proposed changes or
actions will need to be assessed.
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KPIs, milestones and projects will continue to be reported to the Board at least once every
six months, by exception report, and all Board reports will reflect the Corporate Plan priority
they support and the relevant economic and consumer regulatory standards. Smaller
projects will continue to be monitored by the Executive Team and Senior Managers.

7
Sustainability Implications
There are no specific sustainability implications in this report. However, the Corporate
Plan has both strategic and corporate priorities linked to sustainability.
8
Resource Implications
Finance- budgets for delivering the Corporate Priorities are included in the 2020-21
budget and updated 40-year financial plan, also included on this meeting agenda for
Board approval.
Value for Money outcomes will continue to be reported against each of the Corporate
Plan priorities.
Staff- staff resources for delivering the corporate priorities are included in the 202021 budget and business plan.
Property- priorities are identified in the plan and should result in ongoing improvement
and investment in our homes that is both innovative and efficient as well as based on
measurement and appraisal of the returns on our assets and their environmental
impact.
IT- The delivery of our ICT plans will provide a framework to support all our corporate
priorities and gain efficiencies; whilst providing our residents with greater choice in
how they access our services.
9
Confidentiality
Open
Approval
Approved by (Chair)
Date
Click here to select date
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6
Risk Implications
The Corporate Plan reflects the risk appetite agreed by the Board. Risk management
is embedded into the golden thread on page 4 of the plan and the section of the Plan“Monitoring the delivery of the Corporate Plan” (page 8) sets out how the combined
monitoring of the Corporate Plan and Risk Management Strategy provides the Board
with assurance that we are delivering the Corporate Plan.

1.0

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

Who we are?
Phoenix Community Housing was created in 2007 following a stock transfer from
Lewisham Council. Tenant campaigners in our area heard about the community
gateway model at a housing conference and were attracted by the idea of a residentled housing association.
We are also a community benefit society, have charitable objectives and are registered
with the Social Housing Regulator.
We are governed by our Board. The largest group on our Board is tenants. We also
have four independent members and two Councillors. Our Chair and Vice Chair are
tenants. Phoenix Community Housing also has two wholly owned subsidiariesPhoenix Agency Services which trades as Phoenix Repairs Service and delivers our
responsive repairs service and Home Makers which provides a management service
to local landlords who want to let their homes to private tenants.
Where we are
We own and manage 6,300 homes, almost all of which are in the Lewisham wards of
Bellingham, Whitefoot and Downham. We have a head office and a community hub in
the heart of our area- The Green Man.
How we work
Our community gateway model places residents at the heart of decision making and
scrutiny. We are led by our residents and we encourage all tenants and leaseholders
to play a key role in steering our future, deciding how we allocate our resources and
scrutinising our services. We also offer shareholding membership to residents and a
reward scheme, giving residents a real stake in our organisation.
What we do and what we have achieved
Our primary objective is to provide and manage homes for people in housing need but
working together we achieve much more.
Since we began, we have invested over £160m bringing our homes up to the decent
home standards and invested significant sums into our community and into
involvement activities. We have also obtained over £4.5M in Heritage lottery funding
to refurbish a local pub to create help support our community.
In 2014 we started building new homes and have completed 64 so far and have more
on site. We have achieved high levels of tenant satisfaction with our services (81%
of tenants say they are satisfied with our services overall) and we have responded
proactively to the need to enhance fire safety for all our residents.
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SUMMARY OF OUR CORPORATE PLAN 2020-25
Sections in yellow will be updated as part of the budget approvals
OUR VISION
“Together, we are building a better future for our Phoenix Community”

We are proud of what we have achieved but know we have more to do to realise the
aspirations of our community, meet housing needs and work better together.
Our operating environment
We are operating in uncertain times and like other landlords have challenges ahead.
Investment challenges include meeting zero carbon emissions by 2050 and
responding to the new fire and home standards at the same time as building new
homes to meet the housing crisis and maintaining and improving services and
satisfaction levels for all our residents.
We also know our existing residents are getting older and our newer and younger
residents have different aspirations and expectations. We want to respond to
everyone’s needs, making sure we are open and accessible and have clear, up-todate service standards that we set and monitor together.
We have carefully considered these challenges and reviewed learning from previous
plans. We are determined to balance our priorities and translate them into opportunities
to realise our vision. We know by Working Together- our board residents, staff and
partners- we can achieve more. This plan sets out our ambitions and how we will
achieve them.
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We have been named as one of the UK’s top 10 landlords in nationwide housing polls
since 2015 and received other awards recognising the success of our model and how
it is helping us realise our vision of “Together we are building a better future for our
Phoenix Community”.

WHAT WE WANT TO ACHIEVE BY 2025

 Over 87% of tenants and 59% of homeowners say they are satisfied overall
with our services.
 20% of all households are consulted every year and everyone has the
opportunity to share their views with us.
 80% of residents our proud of where they live and say they are satisfied with
their community as a place to live.
 At least 200 new homes are built and 200 more are planned.
 Overall the homes we own and manage have increased by %.
 Our operating margin is greater than 27%.
 Maintained our governance and financial viability ratings at the highest levels.
 100% of our rent and service charge is collected.
 We are 100% compliant with all statutory areas of H&S and tolerance levels are
agreed for non-statutory areas.
 Clear plans and targets are set to meet zero carbon emission targets by 2050.
 100% of our homes meet the decent homes standard and we have agreed
plans to meet the revised Home Standard and new safety standards.
 100% of our residents’ details are up-to-date and all residents can update their
information on-line.
 Everyone can contact us in a way that suits them best and we have reduced
the number of calls we receive by half.
 We do not hold duplicate records of any property or people information.
 Our fencing programme is complete and our environmental works programme
is agreed and is 50% completed.
 We maintain Investors in People Gold and over 95% of staff are satisfied with
us as an employer.
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2.0

CORPORATE PLAN FRAMEWORK

To help us achieve our vision and ambitions we have a corporate plan framework.
This includes our long-term financial plan, strategic and corporate objectives that set
out what we need to do, our risk management strategy and the values we hold. This
runs through our organisation.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
We have set four strategic objectives so we can make sure everything we do aligns
to our overall vision. They are all equally important and support one another.
•

Resident Leadership and effective governance

•

Excellent Services delivered efficiently with openness and empathy and fun

•

Growth in new homes and opportunities

•

Sustainability and safety for our business, our community and our
environment
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3.0

THE STRATEGIES TO DIRECT OUR PLANS

We also have key strategies to set us in the right direction to deliver our strategic
objectives and vision. They prioritise our actions and set targets to deliver
improvements. Many include action plans that we update annually.

Community
Engagement
and
Empowerment
Customer
Access
ASB Strategy
Equality and
Diversity
Charter
Approach to
Safeguarding
and Risk

KEY STRATEGIES
Financial
Health and
Regulations
Safety
and Standing
Orders
Asset
Treasury
Management
Risk
Sustainability
Development

Procurement

Value for
Money

People Services

Communication
Business
Continuity
Information
Communication
and Technology

Tax

These strategies are all shaped by feedback and shaped by our Gateway committee
which consists of staff, residents and Board members before coming to the Board.
We have also set a timetable for reviewing these strategies.
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4.0

OUR CORPORATE OBJECTIVES 2020-21

Each year we refresh our corporate objectives which support how we deliver our
strategic objectives and vision.
RESIDENT LEADERSHIP AND EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE


Ensure excellence in governance by delivering effectiveness reviews of our
subsidiaries and are continuous improvement plans for governance.



Deliver service improvements and efficiencies in response to satisfaction
surveys, insight and scrutiny as well as changes to our legal and regulatory
framework.



Steered by residents deliver our Community Engagement Strategy, making sure
we evaluate our impact.



Review our Gold Membership scheme to make sure it adds value to members
and our business.



Deliver our Communication Strategy to communicate clearly and transparently
with our residents, celebrate our successes and raise our profile so people want
to join us or adopt our ways of working.

EXCELLENT SERVICES DELIVERED EFFICIENTLY WITH EMPATHY AND
OPENNESS AND FUN


Improve customer experience and refresh our service standards so everyone
knows what to expect from us and can provide feedback on how we are
performing.



Continue to deliver our “Digital Together Projects” so our staff have the tools and
systems to deliver great customer service and our residents have “Digital options
to engage with us digitally if they choose to.



Deliver priorities for Equality, Diversity and Inclusion getting to know our
residents and staff better so we can adapt our services to meet needs and work
together to build sustainable communities in our area.



Plan and deliver our major works, fencing and environmental programmes so
our homes continue to meet our decent homes standard, the new home and
safety standards and we reduce carbon emissions.
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5.0

Review and monitor our repairs service to make sure it delivers the best possible
service to our residents balancing responsive and planned works and evaluating
the social value it brings to our community.

GROWTH IN NEW HOMES AND OPPORTUNITIES


Deliver our approved development plans to build new homes tackling
homelessness and housing need in our, including buying back homes to repair
and rent at London affordable rent levels.



Steered by residents, other stakeholders and local plans work together to
improve our community as a place to live levering in funding and support to
strengthen our community- so all our residents can be proud of where they live.



Review our community resources to assess how they can be used to maximise
their benefits to our community.



Explore new business opportunities to increase our services to benefit our
community and the number of homes we manage, through stock transfer
opportunities.

SUSTAINABILITY AND SAFETY FOR OUR BUSINESS, OUR COMMUNITY AND
OUR ENVIRONMENT



Deliver our Value for Money and efficiency plans, so we can deliver our ambitions
and confidently maintain our financial viability in the long term.



Set a new sustainability strategy and start piloting new ways of building and
maintaining our homes and delivering all our services to meet carbon zero
targets.



Review the way we work and our values so we work better together to enhance
customer experience, promote equality and diversity and deliver creativity and
innovation across Phoenix to meet our vision.



Continue to maintain and improve our approach to health and safety meeting all
relevant legislation and regulations and enhancing resident’s safety.
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OUR KEY PROJECTS 2020-25

Projects, KPIs (Key performance Indicators) and new policies have been set to support
the corporate objectives. We review these annually as well. Our key projects to
support our objectives that may extend over a number of years are:














Getting to know our residents better so we can improve our services
Reviewing all our service standards.
Delivering actions from our governance reviews and reviewing our
subsidiaries, including how our repairs services are delivered.
Enhancing our approach to resident safety.
Delivering Digital Together projects.
Review our operating model which sets out the way we work and our values
so we work better together to deliver our plans.
Building 200 new homes.
Setting our Sustainability Strategy to help us achieve zero carbon emissions
by 2050.
Completing our review of the use of the Green Man and our Community
Centres to maximise the benefits to our community.
Delivering our fencing programme.
Delivering our retrofit pilot and environmental programmes.
Maximising choice-based lettings- so as many more people can move when
we get one empty home or build a new one.
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6.0

OUR VALUES AND HOW WE WORK

At Phoenix “how” we do things is as important as “what” we do. To help guide us in
how we work together we have values that are supported by strengths:
COMMUNITY

CUSTOMER

CONSIDERATION

COLLABORATION

Strengths
Demonstrating
Community

Strengths
Demonstrating
Customer

Strengths
Demonstrating
Consideration

Strengths
Demonstrating
Collaboration

Relating

Serving

Leading

Sharing

Teaming

Doing

Flexible

Celebrating

We plan to work together to review these values and make sure our partners and
contractors also share or adopt our values too.
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7.0

HOW WE CHECK WE ARE DELIVERING OUR VISION AND AMBITIONS

Our Board receive a report at least every 6 months against the projects, KPIs and
new policies that support the Corporate Framework. This is complimented by
performance reports for specific service areas and by performance monitoring and
scrutiny by residents.
To deliver our ambitions we have a robust risk management strategy. Our Board has
set a risk appetite using value drivers which it reviews annually. Any activity which
could take Phoenix outside the value drivers set by the Board must receive Board
approval before proceeding.
The Group Risk Strategy set by the Board and reviewed annually also includes a
definition of the overall risk Phoenix will manage as an organisation before more
actions are taken to reduce risks This is linked to our corporate risk register which is
monitored by the Executive Team, Audit Committee and the Board.

The value drivers included in the risk appetite grid reflect what’s most important to us
as an organisation:
Value Driver
Resident Leadership
Resident Satisfaction
People capability and controls
Achieving budget
Growth in new Services
Growth in new homes
Technology
Reputation
Compliance
Legal

The monitoring of the Corporate Plan and our Risk Management Strategy combine to
provide the Board and other stakeholders with assurance that we are delivering our
Corporate Plan.
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8.0

